Abstract-Mobile devices are playing a more and more important role in people's daily lives, mobile payment, watching video on mobile is increasingly common. Android system has occupied more than eighty percent of the mobile devices. Copyright protection of products and privacy protection of Android users is becoming a matter of growing concern, Researchers continue to improve the security of Android, and Digital Right Management (DRM) is an effective program, which private key protection is the most important part. This paper presents an improved key distributed storage solution to protect the private key based on Android system. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The security of Android system is major in two parts: the security of the system and the security of the applications running on it, people has proposed a variety of techniques to improve the security of Android system and application, among them, Trusted Computing (TC) and DRM are two very representative solution, Trusted computing uses a trusted computing platform based on hardware security module. DRM protects the copyright of digital content, preventing from illegal copying of digital content, which means only authorized users can use digital content.
Specifications of DRM have been launched these years, such as Marlin DRM [1] , OMA DRM 2.0 [2] , Widevine DRM and China DRM (CDRM) [3] , etc. Many of them have got a wide range of use. However, none of the existing solutions are perfect in the face of growing security challenges. Researchers have put forward their DRM security scheme to address different security challenges. Xie Lanchi has proposed a centralized home network content protection system in [4] . Yao Zhang incorporated DRM mechanism into P2P network architecture to put forward a scheme to ensure efficient content sharing and media protection in [5] .
DRM works mainly as follows: first, a digital content authorization center is built, and then, a digital content will be encrypted and packaged, an encrypted and packaged digital content has its own ID and encryption key. Third, a user who wants to access the digital content will have to apply for authorization center and purchase Manuscript received September 9, 2015; revised November 27, 2015.
the content authority, the authority information includes decryption key and use restrictions, etc. Only after acquiring the authority can the user decrypt and use the digital content.
Private Key is the most important factor in DRM to protect the communication between user and server, if private key is stolen by hacker, the security of the communication is lost. So, the way to protect the safety of private key is what we focus on in this paper.
This paper is structured as follows: the next section describes some technology that our work concerns, the third section proposes our solutions, and the last section with conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section we will first introduce the establishment of security channel based on China DRM Technical specification. And after that, we will introduce a key distributed storage technology.
A. Secure Channel Establishment
According to the China DRM Technical specification, there are three parts of establishing a security channel between server and client: certificate exchange, key agreement and challenge response.
1) Certificate exchange
Client sends its communication request and device certificates to server.
Server checks the reliability of the source and content of the certificate and makes sure that it's not in the Certificate Revocation List (CRL), then, server sends its certificate to the client.
Client checks the certificate in the same way as server does.
2) Key agreement Client generates a 2048 bits random number R 0 and encrypts R 0 with server's public key, and then sends the encrypted number R ' 0 to server. Server receives R ' 0 and decrypts it then gets R 0 . Server generates a random number R 1 , encrypts it with client's public key and sends it to client. Server calculates the logic OR of R 0 and R 1 to get the result ' K , as in (1) .
After that, server makes a SHA-1 hash of ' K to obtain the session key.
Client obtains R 1 and calculates the logic OR of R 0 and R 1 to get the result K, as in (2) .
Then, client makes a SHA-1 hash of K to obtain the session key.
3) Challenge response Client generates a 2048 bit random number R 2 and makes a SHA-1 hash of 2 || KR , the result is c, as in (3).
After that, client sends c and R 2 to server.
Server makes a SHA-1 hash of ' 2 || KR , obtaining the result e, as in (4). 
Then, server checks if e equals to c, if not, server will quick the authentication.
Server generates a 2048 bit random number R 3 and makes a SHA-1 hash of ' 3 || KR , the result is f, as in (5).
After getting the result f, server sends f and R 3 to client.
Client makes a SHA-1 hash of 3 || KR , obtaining the result g, as in (6).
Then, client checks if g equals to f, if not, client will quick the authentication.
By now, we can find that the most important factor of the protocol presented above is private key, which is what we concerned in this paper. Methods of protecting private key are proposed by researchers. Storing the private key in unreadable hardware such security chips is a good method for some special devices like Set-Top Boxes (STB), but not suitable for devices such as mobile, pad, etc. Tan has proposed a CA system in network computer environment based on server-end private key storage mechanism to solve the conflict between private-key storage demands of the end-entity and the no storage character of network computer systems in [6] . Yilong Zhao proposed a one-time application protocol in reference of USB Key which is based on root of trust [7] . Tian has proposed the method of key distributed storage technology in [8] , here in section B we will introduce his method.
B. Key Distributed Storage Technology
In Tian's solution, 20% of client's private key is stored in server, and the other 80% private key message is stored in a 50k file in client. If client needs to get its private key to start service, it apply to server to get the 20% private key and the DEX code of private key collection that is used to extract the 80% private key from the 50k file. A host program is setup in the Client, the host program can decrypt, load, and run the DEX file from the memory [9] .
The protocol occurred in the establishment of secure channel process which is after certificate exchange and before key agreement, the protocol can be descripted as follows:
 Client sends user name, password and client device certificate to server.  Server verifies user identity and device certificate, and then sends server device certificate.  Client verifies server device certificate and then sends message to server to request synthesis private key.  Server gets the private collection DEX code and sends it to client.  Client decrypts the code and then runtime executes the private key collection DEX code.  Client collects the 80% private key message, and synthesis the private.  After Client collects the whole private key message, the process of key agreement and challenge response are then executed, until the security channel is established. Tian's solution can be expressed as Fig. 1 . Tian's solution stores the private key information distributed in the server and client. Client will have to send its private synthesis request to server to realize client private key collection. Hackers will have to steal the 20% private key from server and 50k file and private key collection DEX code at the same time if he wants to steal client private key. Tian's solution makes a great inspiration to us in private key security, however, two points we need to pay attention to: firstly, by the time client request for private key collection code, client has not get its private key, and thus, client and server cannot negotiate a session key to encrypt this DEX code. Tian did not give a secure solution for the transmission of DEX code from server to client. And secondly, as is known to us: the client has a low reliability than server, if the file that contains part of private key message is stored in the client for a long time, the security of the private key may faces more risk.
III. OUR SOLUTION
In our solution, we will improve the key distributed storage method as mentioned above with two important areas. Firstly, we will propose a secure protocol to protect the transmission of private key collection DEX code from server to client. And then we propose a solution to change
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A. Secure Transmission Protocol of Private Key
Collection DEX Code As analyzed in previous section, the private key collection DEX code may face security threat in the process of transmission without a security scheme to protect the transmission process.
Here, we will present our solution, the protocol is as follows:
 ( || ( || )) SK Hash r r r 
The form of {} DF SK means DF is encrypted by key SK .
Here one point needs to be specified, all accounts are required to bind a mobile number. Above-mentioned protocol is described in specific steps as follows:
 Client sends user name and password to server to request for private key synthesis, server authenticates user.  Client sends device certificate to server and server checks client device certificate.  Server sends device certificate to client and client checks server device certificate.
 Client generates a random number 1 r , and a temporary key TK , after that, 1 r and TK are encrypted by server public key and then transmitted to server.  Server generates random numbers 2 r and 3 r , 2 r is encrypted by TK and then transmitted to client, and 3 r is transmitted to client by mobile channel.
 Client receives 2 r and 3 r , and calculates the hash of 23 || rr as in (8) to get the result h . Then send the value of h to server after it is encrypted by server public key [10] .
( || )
 Server checks the value of h , if wrong, server sends an error message to client and then stops the session; otherwise, server calculates the session key SK as in (7), encrypts the DEX file with SK and send it to client.  Client calculates the session key SK as in (7) to decrypt the DEX file, client executes the DEX code to obtain the private key message from the 50k large file, and then synthesizes the private key.  After the private key message is collected, the session process of key agreement and challenge response is then executed, details of key agreement and challenge response are presented in Section II. In our protocol, messages from client to server is encrypted by server public key, and the random numbers generated by server send to client one by mobile channel, another is encrypted by TK . And the session key to encrypt private key collection DEX code is generated by 1 r , 2 r and 3 r among which, 1 r is generated by client, 2 r and 3 r are generated by server. We will analyze the security of the protocol in Section IV.
B. Change the 50k Large File
The security of 50k file that stores part of private key message may face challenge if it is stored in client for long time. But if we change the 50k file every time after client request for private key synthesize, even if the private key collection DEX code is stolen, hackers cannot get the 80% private key, because the 50k file is no longer the same. Here is solution.
After the process of key agreement and challenge response, a session key is created between client and server, then, we present a large file change solution using the session key:
 Server regenerates a 50k file that stores 80% of private key message and a corresponding private key collection DEX code that can be used to extract the private key information from that file. Server replaces the old private key collection DEX code with the new one.  Server encrypts the 50k file with the session key and sends it to client.
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IV. CONCLUSION
In DRM system, the security of private key is the most important part. Here we put forward a secure DEX file transmission scheme in the case of client has not acquired its private key based on the proposed scheme of Tian. In our scheme, the private key collection DEX code that is used to extract private key information is transfer to client with a designed secure protocol, the analysis of the security of the protocol is in the next paragraph. And, the 50k file with private key information in the client is updated in time.
Now, we will analyze the security of our security protocol.
A. Network Monitor
In our protocol, user name, password and random number and other information that transfer from client to server are encrypted by server public key, and messages from server to client is encrypted by password ( c PW , SK). The network interceptor can't get useful information from this method. And server uses mobile channel to transmit some information, this increase the difficulty of network monitor.
B. Replay Attack
In our protocol, each communication generates three different random numbers, which means, it's not possible for hackers to get information by replay attack.
C. Man-in-the-Middle Attack (MITM Attack)
MITM attack intercepts data of normal communication to access to data or tamper with the data, and the communication parties cannot sense the attack. In our protocol, messages from client to server is encrypted by server public key, and server send part of message through mobile channel, so that hacker cannot attack the communication through MITM attack.
By the analysis of the above, we can sum up that our protocol can effectively resist the existing main network attack: network monitor, replay attack, and MITM attack. And the method of changing the 50k large file in client each time before service started, we can prevent the possibility of the case hackers steal the private collection code and get the 80% private key by running or analyzing it.
With our two improvements, we have made the key distributed storage system more secure, and be able to resist stronger network attacks. 
